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MIDWIFERY FOR THE SOUL  /   JENNIFER SUMMERFELDT

“Jennifer is a trained, experienced, highly-skilled, 
compassionate woman with a tremendous capacity to heal, 

and I would love to have her in my corner while I dig deep to 
exorcise the last of the demons in my psyche, so that I may 

finally open up and move forward into a life of true freedom.” 

AUTHOR�BIO�-�SHORT

Jennifer� holds� an�MA� in� counselling�

psychology� and� is� a� Certified�

Canadian� Counsellor� with� nearly� 20�

years� of� experience� in� maternal�

health� and� psychology� studies.�

Located� in� Canada,� she� uses� her�

expertise� and� voice� to� help� advance�

the� dialogue� on� maternal� mental�

health,� childbirth� trauma� and�

trauma-informed� care� for� childbirth�

professionals.�She�inspires�women�to�

bravely� engage� in� their� healing�

journey.� Jennifer’s� leading� point� of�

view�is:�As�caregivers�we�do�not�learn�

the�skill�of�holding�space�for�healing,�

we� earn� it,� by� doing�our� deep� inner�

work.

JENNIFER�SUMMERFELDT

“Jennifer has an innate ability to drop down into the 
present moment in session and ‘go there’. Her presence is 
palpable over the phone and she did a phenomenal job at 

bringing me into the moment; then it was a straight 
arrow right into the heart of my messy matter.”

(L)EARN�the�Art�of�Holding�Space

with�Trauma-Informed�Soul�Care



AUTHOR�BIO�-�LONGER

Passionate about talking, teaching, and holding space for trauma-informed 
SOUL care.

With�more�than�20�years�of�experience,�my�knowledge�is�supported�by�extensive�training�and�

credentials:

● An�MA�in�Counselling�Psychology�(MACP)

● A�specialization�in�maternal�mental�health�and�trauma-informed�care

● Certification�as�a�Trauma�Recovery�Counsellor

● Certification�as�a�Grief�Support�Counsellor

● A�Certified�Holistic�Doula

● A�Certified�Canadian�Counsellor�(CCC)�

● Two�years�of�graduate�studies�in�performance�and�sports�psychology

● A�former�student�midwife�of�direct�entry�midwifery�for�8�years

● An�author�of�two�books�and�numerous�published�articles

I� offer� a� variety� of� therapeutic� programs� and� services,� all� of� which� I’ve� designed� with�

trauma-informed�SOUL�care�in�mind:�

● The�Healing�After�Birth�Book�and�Program:�A�unique�therapeutic�program�and�book�that�

helps� mothers� heal� unresolved� emotional� pain� associated� with� their� past� birthing�

experiences.

● Trauma-Informed�Doula�Program:�Sacred�Story�Keepers:�This�blended�program�for�birth�

keepers� includes�a� trauma-informed�SOUL�care�curriculum�plus�a�2-day�LIVE� in�person�

event.

● The�Deep�Dive�Signature�Program:�A�therapeutic�online�program�for�soul�driven�women�

and�helping�professionals�who�want�to�take�their�healing�to�the�next�level.

● Healing�After�Birth�Podcast:�A�podcast� that� includes� interviews�by�professionals� in� the�

field�as�well�as,�mothers�who�share�vulnerably�about�their�healing�journeys.

When�I’m�not�in�my�office�or�leading�a�group�session,�you�can�find�me�spending�time�with�my�

three�amazing�grown�(and�teen)�children�and�my�rock�of�a�man.� I�geek�out�on�neuroscience�

and�online�business�stuff.�And,�for�fun,�I�love�writing�and�designing�jewelry.

JENNIFER�SUMMERFELDT
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BOOK�SYNOPSIS�-�SHORT

Midwifery�For�the�Soul�gives�voice�to�a�powerful�feminine�version�of�the�mythical�tale�of�the�

‘hero’s�journey’.�Weaving�wisdom�onto�the�pages�with�poetry,�raw�journal�entries,�and�deep�

philosophical�contemplation,�the�book�presents�a�metaphor�for�transformation�that�can�be�

used� as� a� map� for� the� inner� path.� If� you� are� craving� something� raw,� authentic� and�

unapologetic�you�will�find�comfort�within�these�words.�Expect�to�feel�held�within�the�blood�

womb�of�the�Great�Mother.

BOOK�SYNOPSIS�-�LONG

Midwifery� For� the� Soul:� Awaken� to� your� Fierce� Feminine� in� the�Depths� of� Darkness� and�

Trauma� gives� voice� to� a� ferocious� feminine� version� of� the� mythical� tale� of� the� ‘hero’s�

journey’.�Taking�the�reader�through�the�tumultuous� landscape�of�darkness�and�trauma�as�

an� initiation� to� awaken� to� one’s� divine� feminine� soul.� The� book� presents� a� cutting-edge�

metaphor�of�transformation,�through�the�paradigm�of�conscious�birthing,�to�be�used�as�a�

compass�to�guide�the�inner�path�towards�freedom�from�suffering.�Midwifery�For�the�Soul�

weaves� magic� onto� the� pages� with� poetry,� raw� unedited� journal� entries,� and� deep�

philosophical� contemplation.�You�will� experience�unfiltered�words�of� inspiration� that� can�

be�used�as�an�anchor�during�the�dark�night�of�the�feminine�soul.�If�you�are�craving�to�read�

something� real,� authentic,� and� unapologetic� without� the� fluff,� you� will� find� comfort� in�

these�words.�

As� noted:This� book� is� not� for� the� faint� of� heart.� Yet,� it� is� profoundly� feminine� and� is�

drenched�in�soul-script.�Expect�to�feel�held�within�the�blood�womb�of�the�Great�Mother.

MIDWIFERY
FOR�THE�SOUL

SHARED WISDOM THROUGH PROSE, POETRY, AND PHILOSOPHY

(an excerpt)

The Invitation 

Come. Walk with me if you dare Into the interior 

landscape. Let’s call it soul The world that exists 

behind the veil.

To …

Dance. Upon the hills of pain The tears of 

opening The light of dawn Is here.

Awaken to Your Fierce Feminine in the Depths of Darkness and Trauma
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MIDWIFERY 
FOR THE SOUL

Midwifery For the Soul
gives voice to a powerful feminine version

of the mythical tale of the ‘hero’s journey’.

Weaving wisdom onto the pages with

poetry, raw journal entries, and deep

philosophical contemplation, the book

presents a metaphor for transformation

that can be used as a map for the inner

path. If you are craving something raw,

authentic and unapologetic you will find

comfort within these words. Expect to

feel held within the blood womb of the

Great Mother.

Jennifer holds an MA in counselling psychology and is a

Certified Canadian Counsellor with nearly 20 years of

experience in maternal health and psychology studies.

Located in Canada, she uses her expertise and voice

to help advance the dialogue on maternal mental

health, childbirth trauma and trauma-informed care for

childbirth professionals. She inspires women to bravely

engage in their healing journey. Jennifer’s leading

point of view is: As caregivers we do not learn the skill

of holding space for healing, we earn it, by doing our

deep inner work.

Awaken to Your  F ierce Feminine in the 
Depths of  Darkness and Trauma

(an excerpt)
The Invitation 

Come. Walk with me if you
dare Into the interior

landscape. Let’s call it soul The
world that exists behind the veil.

To …
Dance. Upon the hills of pain The

tears of opening The light of
dawn Is here.
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